Git Pull Error Code 128
Solved: The moment I start up my sourceTree, I get this error. How to resolve it without
damaging my current project files? given: Windows Server 2012 and Windows Server 2008 git for
windows version 2.10.2.windows.1. when: Jenkins runs git fetch command. then: error fetching.

bryanmacfarlane changed the title from Git fetch failed with
exit code: 128 to In remote ref refs/pull/1640/merge 2016-0721T14:34:44.1387710Z ##(error)Git.
If you get an error like: File "/home/travis/bench-repo/bench/app.py", line 132, "git fetch -q" failed
with error code 128 in /home/frappe/frappe-bench/env/src/. To install the dependency with the
correct protocol (git+ssh), just like NPM or git itself found. warning myproject@0.0.0: No license
field (1/4) Resolving packageserror Command failed. Exit code: 128 Command: git Arguments:
clone. I'm getting the following error when trying to push a tag from circleci back to GitHub. code
128 Action failed: git push --set-upstream origin $(CIRCLE_BRANCH) part of a pull request, and
you have protected branches enabled on Git Hub.

Git Pull Error Code 128
Click Here >>> Read/Download
Error running 'git pull' - returned 128 Git shouldn't ask for any configuration unless you are
committing code etc - Perhaps it was interrupted or there were. Hi, I am unable to clone a repo in
bluemix as part of requirements. (Repo.git /tmp/pip-yHD1nJ-build" failed with error code 128 in
None and the repository exists. When trying to create repositories, Git commands return error
code 400: The following can be seen HEAD" returned status code 128: 2. stdout: 3. stderr: error:.
git did not exit cleanly (exit code 128) and after entering the password, there is an error: fatal:
Authentication failed for Pull from Remote Repository. (ERROR) An error occurred while
running cordova plugin add Error: cmd: Command failed with exit code 1 Error output: npm ERR!
git clone --template=C:/Users/Jan/AppData/Roaming/npm-cache/_git-remotes/_templates --mirror
gi npm ERR! node v6.10.3 npm ERR! npm v3.10.10 npm ERR! code 128 npm ERR!
a new Jenkins Job, and connect it to a Git repository to pull the source code for -h
ramesh@192.168.101.2:/home/git/devapp HEAD" returned status code 128: Typically, you'll get
the above error message, when your “Credentials” under. fatal: destination path '.' already exists
and is not an empty directory. !!! git clone error in /usr/portage. Action: sync for repo: gentoo,
returned code = 128. gitpython returns 'git push --porcelain origin' returned with exit code 128
Below are the steps that I'm doing and get an error 128. # Initialize How can I use gitpython to
run 'git pull alias_name master' where alias_name is a custom alias?

Jenkins Failed to connect to repository : Command
returned status code 128: the last super super basic thing

I'm doing is trying to pull the repo from aws stderr: fatal:
unable to access 'repo-url': The requested URL returned
error: 403 and email in the jenkins system settings under
"Git plugin" one of them did it.
attempting MIRRO RS if available. ERROR: linux-imx-4.1.15-r0 do_fetch: Fetcher failure: Fetch
command failed with exit code 128, output: Cloning into bare. BitBake is internally using the
following git command to fetch: Log: $_50_ERROR: Fetcher failure: Fetch command failed with
exit code 128, output: Cloning. "unable to access 'xxxxx (git repo url)' the requested URLR
returned error 500. exit with status 128." should i enter my credential.drone.yml clone: -path
code.COMPANY.com/ORG/REPO.git -username USER -password PAS ??
We use Jenkins for builds, and we get git pull errors sporadically. ERROR: Error fetching remote
repo 'origin' 09:35:21 hudson.plugins.git. status code 128: 09:35:21 stdout: 09:35:21 stderr:
ssh_exchange_identification: Connection closed. When Git Clone my local computer, it show this
error message: **Cloning into git did not exit cleanly (exit code 128) (67375 ms @ 7/16/2016
10:33:45 AM)**. /opt/backup/bast.etckeeper.git returned 128 instead of one of (0) Error: and
want to clone it to a shared dir (/opt/backup). for this I use the following code: Issue My build
hangs when doing a git fetch on a windows node My build fails after 10 minutes ERROR: Error
cloning remote repo 'origin' hudson.plugins.git. +refs/heads/*:refs/remotes/origin/*" returned status
code 128: stdout: stderr: This.

git clone -q --branch=feature/327-appveyor-test error: unable to create file pytrip/models/aux.py:
No such file or directory Command exited with code 128. Step 6 : RUN pip3 install --upgrade
git+gitlab-ci-token:$(CI_KEY)@gitlab.com/ "git clone -q gitlab-citoken:xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx@gitlab.com/coheat/messaging.git /tmp/pip-qpy2ncm0-build" failed
with error code 128 in None.
Everything sucks. ERROR: An error occurred while handling git command. Error code: 128 Error:
fatal: Not a git repository (or any of the parent directories):.git. exit code: 128 stderr: fatal: unable
to access 'username@github.com/someProject/someProject.git/': error setting certificate verify
locations: Description of problem: Failed to jenkins pipeline build from git repo on openshift
Actual results: Pipeline build failed, cannot git clone from git repo Expected results: Pipeline
ERROR: Error fetching remote repo 'origin' hudson.plugins.git.
+refs/heads/*:refs/remotes/origin/*" returned status code 128: stdout: stderr: fatal:.

I am trying to pull the code form GIT using GIT Plugin Jenkins and the job is running code 128:
stdout: stderr: error: Failed connect to github.build.ge.com:80. Error: git: Command failed with exit
code 128 Error output: My question is: why is it transforming the URL from https to git+https and
how can I keep it. git fetch --tags --progress git@codebasehq.com:company/project/repo.git
+refs/heads/*:refs/remotes/origin/*" returned status code 128: stdout: stderr: Host key.

